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We present the results of temperature-dependent self-assembly of dicarbonitrile-pentaphenyl mole-
cules (NC–Ph5–CN) on Cu(111). Our low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy study reveals
the formation of metal-organic and purely organic structures, depending on the substrate temperature
during deposition (160–300 K), which determines the availability of Cu adatoms at the surface. We
use tip functionalization with CO to obtain submolecular resolution and image the coordination
atoms, enabling unequivocal identification of metal-coordinated nodes and purely organic ones.
Moreover, we discuss the somewhat surprising structure obtained for deposition and measurement
at 300 K. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4909518]
I. INTRODUCTION
The spontaneous formation of organic structures and pat-
terns on surfaces is a complex but fascinating process.1–3 Self-
assembled organic or metal-organic networks can be used as
template for the adsorption of guest species4,5 or for the growth
of nanostructures in the network pores.6 The self-assembly
of metal-organic structures permits to obtain arrays of metal
adatoms in a particular configuration exhibiting specific mag-
netic7 or chemical8 properties.
Using molecules containing functional (carboxyl,9–11
thiol,12 pyridyl,13–15 carbonitrile16–18) groups capable of coor-
dination with metal atoms (Fe, Co, Mn, Cu) gives the oppor-
tunity to create stable networks, since metal-organic bonds are
expected to be stronger than those acting in purely organic
assemblies.1,3 However, in the absence of metal adatoms, the
same functional groups can participate in the formation of
hydrogen bonds.9,19 Coordination bonds between Cu atoms
and N-containing groups have been observed, e.g., for mole-
cules comprising pyridyl groups co-deposited with Cu adatoms
on HOPG20,21 or Au(111).14,22,23 At sufficiently high temper-
ature, however, copper substrates can spontaneously supply
adatoms for coordination, as reported for molecules containing
pyridyl groups on Cu(100)13,24 and on Cu(111).15,25–27 On
Cu(111), Cu coordination or hydrogen bond formation oc-
curs depending on deposition temperature for a N-substituted
derivative of pyrene,28,29 for molecules containing pyridyl
groups,26 and for a carbonitrile-modified anthracene species.17
The question whether the molecules may play an active role in
the atom detachment from steps has emerged.18,28 Also, the
influence of the deposition rate on the assembly outcome was
investigated for trinitrile molecules.18
On Ag(111), dicarbonitrile-polyphenyls (NC–Phn–CN,
with n = 3 − 6) and Co adatoms form metal-organic honey-
comb networks.16,30 In the absence of Co adatoms, the same
molecules self-assemble into purely organic structures with
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different symmetries.19,31,32 Recently, we have shown that
similar honeycomb patterns form on Cu(111) by taking advan-
tage of the two-dimensional gas of Cu adatoms present at the
surface.6 Such networks have been used as template for the
self-assembly of metal cluster arrays nucleating on the network
components33 or in the network pores.6
Here, we show how the self-organization of dicarbonitrile-
pentaphenyl (NC–Ph5–CN) molecules on Cu(111) depends on
substrate temperature during deposition, in particular on the
availability of Cu adatoms at the surface. Upon cooling after
deposition at Tdep = 300 K, twofold coordination bonds form
between carbonitrile groups and Cu adatoms, giving rise to
chains. We deduce that coordination two is preferred as long as
the molecular density is sufficiently low to allow enough lateral
distance between the chains. Coordination three, observed for
deposition of the same amount of molecules at Tdep = 250 K,
leads to the formation of a highly regular honeycomb network.
Lowering the substrate temperature to Tdep = 220 K reduces
the Cu adatom density, yielding to a hitherto unobserved as-
sembly phase stabilized by alternating metal coordination and
hydrogen bonds. At even lower temperatures (Tdep = 160 K),
the Cu adatoms are absent and the dicarbonitrile-pentaphenyl
molecules form purely organic hydrogen-bonded networks of
various symmetries. Furthermore, we show a compact, Cu-
coordinated structure obtained for deposition and measure-
ment at room temperature (RT). We discuss the role of possible
interactions in the stabilization of such different assemblies.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The Cu(111) substrate was prepared by Ar+ sputtering
(2 µA/cm2, 800 eV, 20 min) and annealing (800 K, 20 min) cy-
cles. The NC–Ph5–CN molecules16 were synthesized by Ruben
and collaborators (Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany)
and evaporated from a molecular effusion cell at 230 ◦C. We
used substrate temperatures during deposition, Tdep, ranging
from 300 to 160 K; during each preparation,Tdep was constant.
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As we will see in what follows, there are many structures that
form as a function of the deposition temperature and some
of them can coexist. Each reported value of Tdep was chosen
in order to maximize the abundance of one single structure.
All the measurements were carried out with a low temperature
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) at 5 K, except for the
data shown in Fig. 10, which were acquired at RT.34 The STM
images were recorded in constant current mode, the indicated
bias voltages Vt correspond to the sample potential. High reso-
lution measurements were carried out by functionalizing the
STM tip with a CO molecule.35–37
The molecular coverage (monolayer (ML)) is defined
in terms of the densest structure we have observed, i.e., the
compact structure formed at room temperature reported in
Sec. III E. The evaporation flux and the deposition time, and
therefore the molecular exposure, are identical for each prepa-
ration. Assuming that the sticking coefficient does not depend
on the substrate temperature, each deposition corresponds to
0.4 ± 0.1 ML.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Chains
Figure 1 shows a STM image of a sample prepared by
evaporating the NC–Ph5–CN molecules at Tdep = 300 K. The
molecules assemble into a homogeneous layer of equally
spaced parallel chains. At this coverage, the average distance
between chains is 3 ± 1 nm. As expected, this structure has
three rotational domains, and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
confirms that they differ by 120◦. The chain directions are close
to the second nearest neighbor directions, ⟨112⟩. Some of the
chains split in two branches through threefold arrangements
and very few of them form closed structures.
In Fig. 2(a), we show a high-resolution image of the one-
dimensional assemblies and of the split threefold structures.
We obtained this image by functionalizing the STM tip with a
CO molecule in order to enhance the resolution.35–37 Contrary
FIG. 1. STM image of chain domains (Tdep= 300 K, TSTM= 5 K, 130
×130 nm2, Vt=−0.2 V, It= 20 pA). Inset: FFT of a larger STM image
showing the three orientational domains.
FIG. 2. (a) STM image of the chains (Tdep= 300 K, TSTM= 5 K, 20×20 nm2,
Vt=−5 mV, It= 20 pA). 1, 2, and 3 indicate molecules that deviate from
⟨112⟩. Green circle surrounds a threefold node. (b) STM image of the nodes
(5×5 nm2,Vt=−2 mV, It= 20 pA). (c) Model of (b). (d) Model showing that
the left end of the molecule is, along the molecular axis, at the right distance
from a fcc site that can be occupied by a Cu adatom. On the right end, the
axially aligned fcc site is further away from the terminal N atom, while there
are two equivalent off-axis sites that are closer to the molecule endgroup. The
Cu coordination adatom occupies one of these two sites.
to images obtained with standard tips, submolecular details
are displayed and the Cu coordination atoms are visible, ap-
pearing as dim protrusions between the molecules.38 Most of
the molecules are parallel to one of the ⟨112⟩ directions. Only
three of them, enclosed by white lines and labeled from 1 to 3,
are aligned along directions that are clearly different from the
⟨112⟩ ones. Molecules 1 and 2 are aligned along the nearest
neighbor directions ⟨110⟩, while molecule 3 deviates from
all high symmetry directions. Even in their straight sections,
however, the chains are wavy. In Fig. 2(b), also acquired with
the functionalized tip but at lower tunneling voltage, it is
possible to recognize the five rings composing the molecules
and the Cu coordination atom; moreover, one can see that two
consecutive molecules are not perfectly aligned: each molecule
points straight to a Cu atom at one end, while at the other
end there is a lateral misalignment between endgroup and
adatom. This geometry is sketched in Fig. 2(c). The wavy
appearance of the chains is explained by the existence of two
equivalent positions (left or right) for the adatom at the non-
aligned end, see scheme in Fig. 2(d), and consequently also
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for the following molecule. In Sec. III B, we discuss in more
detail this behavior, i.e., the formation of coordination nodes
in which the carbonitrile groups do not point straight to the
adatom. In our model, we propose that the Cu coordination
atoms occupy fcc hollow sites.39 The molecules are aligned
along ⟨112⟩ directions, and the phenyl rings are centered over
hcp hollow sites with threefold orientation, a favorable config-
uration for benzene adsorption on Cu(111).40,41 Notice that the
distance between consecutive phenyl rings (441 pm, deduced
from the gas-phase structure16) and the distance between two
Cu atoms in this direction (a
√
3 = 444 pm, with a = 256 pm
the distance between nearest neighbors on the Cu(111) sur-
face42) differ by only 0.4%. This coincidence allows all phenyl
rings to occupy equivalent sites. The nitrogen atoms occupy
hollow sites, a geometry which was reported on Ag(111) to be
favorable,31 but not exclusive.30,32 The projected Cu-N bond
length deduced from the STM data and from the model is
190 ± 20 pm, in agreement with values reported for double and
triple CN-coordinated Cu adatoms, where a small out of plane
component was reported.17,18
The formation of these metal-organic chains requires the
presence of a sufficiently high amount of Cu adatoms at the
surface. The adatom concentration results from an equilibrium
between detachment and attachment processes from kink sites,
and depends on the temperature, on the energy barrier for
detachment and diffusion, and on the step and kink density.
Formation of Cu-coordinated bonds for deposition12,15,18,25,43
or annealing17,28 at room temperature has been reported for
several kinds of molecules on Cu(111).
By considering the average distance between the chains,
this self-assembled structure corresponds to a maximum
adatom density of 6 × 10−3 ML. The energy required for the
formation of an adatom, owing to atom detachment from a
kink and diffusion on the terrace, has been determined exper-
imentally from Cu adatom island decay (0.78 ± 0.04 eV)44
and from temperature dependent step fluctuations (0.76
± 0.15 eV).45 These values are in agreement with the result of
0.85 eV obtained by density functional theory calculations.46
For the attempt frequency, a pre-exponential factor ν0 = 1.6
× 1010±1.7 s−1 has been reported,45 lower than the typical value
of 1012 s−1 usually considered for these processes.47 These
parameters hint towards rather low adatom concentration at
room temperature. Nevertheless, if we take into account a
kink density of 1 × 10−3 ML, consistent with our data for
the Cu(111) substrate, the deposition time (300 s), and the
time before the sample is cooled (approximately ten minutes),
we find with the parameters reported by Giesen45 an adatom
density of the order of 3 × 10−3 ML at room temperature. For
comparison, with the energy barrier of 0.78 ± 0.04 eV44 and
ν0 = 1012 s−1, we obtain an adatom density of 8 × 10−2 ML.
Therefore, if we consider that the molecules break the adatom
evaporation/condensation equilibrium by trapping the Cu
adatoms, this estimation indicates that for our system at
Tdep = 300 K, it is not necessary to invoke an active role of
the molecules in detaching the atoms from the step edges to
obtain the adatom density required for the coordination nodes.
The fact that the chains do not deviate too much from the
high symmetry directions is likely due to a lateral repulsion
between the molecules. The existence of such a long-range
interaction is in agreement with the two following observa-
tions: (i) For lower coverage, the chains are further apart
from each other. (ii) For higher coverage, a different assembly
where the Cu atoms are coordinated by three molecules, the
honeycomb network, obtained also by lowering the deposition
temperature, is observed (see Sec. III B). An interaction driven
by a charge transfer from/to the substrate can be the origin
of the repulsion between the chains, as already reported for
other one dimensional molecular systems.25,48–50 A surface
state mediated interaction, observed for different adatoms on
Cu(111)51,52 or for pentacene molecules on Cu(110),53 seems
not to be pertinent here, since we find a coverage-dependent
average distance between the chains.
A few examples of coordination three, giving rise to chain
splitting, see green circle in Fig. 2(a), are already observed
on this sample. We will show in Sec. III B that the threefold
coordination is the building block of the honeycomb struc-
ture, obtained for deposition at 250 K, or for deposition of a
slightly higher amount of molecules at RT. This observation is
in line with the one reported for molecules containing three
pyridyl groups: twofold coordination is more favorable, but
threefold coordination, allowing a denser structure, takes place
for higher molecular coverage,22 although for similar systems
the preference for twofold coordination was interpreted as due
to geometric constraints or steric hindrance.13,25
We deduce that for our system, coordination two is
preferred below a certain coverage, for which the molecules
can form chains that are far enough from each other, and as long
as it is allowed by the ratio between the density of molecules
and of adatoms.
B. Honeycomb
Deposition at Tdep = 250 K leads to the formation of a
honeycomb network, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Two substrate
terraces, separated by a monoatomic step, are covered by two
disconnected domains; one dimensional structures as in Fig. 1
develop from the domain borders towards the Cu(111) step
edge. This is another indication that in proximity of the step
edges, especially on the lower terrace, the Cu adatom concen-
tration is higher and that coordination two is preferred. The
STM image and its FFT pattern shown in Fig. 3(b) demonstrate
that the two domains have different orientations with respect
to the substrate. We define the orientation of a honeycomb
domain as one of the three equivalent directions in which hexa-
gons are adjacent (see red and blue lines). From the analysis
of more than one hundred different domains, two preferred
orientations differing by 5.2◦ ± 0.6◦ are clearly identified, see
Fig. 3(c). They correspond to +2.5◦ ± 0.6◦ (right orientation)
and−2.7◦ ± 0.7◦ (left orientation) with respect to the crystallo-
graphic ⟨110⟩ directions. We deduce the network periodicity,
corresponding to the distance between two parallel molecules
of a given hexagon, to be 4.97 ± 0.04 nm.
Figure 4(a) shows a STM image acquired on a domain
with left orientation: the Cu coordination atoms are visible and
submolecular details of the linkers are displayed. Figure 4(b)
presents a closeup view also acquired with the functionalized
tip, but at lower bias voltage: the five phenyl rings of each
molecule are resolved, as well as the Cu atoms. While the node
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FIG. 3. (a) STM image showing two honeycomb rotational domains on two
adjacent Cu(111) terraces separated by a monoatomic step (Tdep= 250 K,
TSTM= 5 K, 130×130 nm2, Vt=−0.25 V, It= 20 pA). (b) FFT of the STM
image in (a). (c) Histogram of orientations of the honeycomb domains with
respect to ⟨110⟩ and gaussian fit to the data.
in the lower part of the image appears symmetric, in the other
one, the molecular endgroups do not point straight towards the
Cu atom, see Fig. 2(d), yielding a counterclockwise-rotated
node. We can therefore identify two types of nodes: aligned
ones, green circle in Fig. 4(a), and rotated ones, magenta circle,
alternating at the corners of the hexagons. In Fig. 4(c), we
present the corresponding model, which is build coherently
with the geometry presented in Fig. 2(d), but with threefold
symmetry, with molecules aligned along three distinct ⟨112⟩
directions. It accounts for all the experimental observations, as
the network periodicity and the existence of two orientational
domains: domains with right orientation can be described by
considering that in the rotated nodes, the Cu adatom occupies
the fcc site on the other side of the endgroups, and conse-
quently the molecules present a clockwise arrangement around
it. For the left orientation, the unit cell structure in terms of the
Cu(111) unit cell vectors a1 (along [110]) and a2 (along [011])
is given in matrix notation by
*,
b1
b2
+- = *,
19 1
−1 20
+- *,
a1
a2
+- .
The unit cells, b1 and b2, and a ⟨110⟩ direction are sketched
in Fig. 4(a). The model yields b = |b1| = |b2| = 4.99 nm and
angles of±2.54◦ with respect to ⟨110⟩, in very good agreement
with the experimental values. The network has a (NC–Ph5–
CN)3Cu2 stoichiometry.
The model corresponds to an adatom density of 5.2
× 10−3 ML, slightly lower than the one required for the forma-
tion of the chains described in Sec. III A. These values are in
FIG. 4. (a) STM image of a honeycomb domain with left orientation (Tdep
= 250 K, TSTM= 5 K, 20×20 nm2, Vt=−5 mV, It= 20 pA). Green circle:
aligned node; magenta circle: rotated node. Dotted line: ⟨110⟩ direction, b1
and b2: unit cell vectors. (b) STM image of the two types of nodes (5×5 nm2,
Vt=−2 mV, It= 20 pA). (c) Structure model of (b).
agreement with the fact that, for the same amount of mole-
cules, lowering Tdep from room temperature to 250 K leads to
assembly into honeycomb domains.
Notice that in the STM image shown in Fig. 4(b), the
chemical bonds between the CN groups and the Cu coordina-
tion atoms are visible.36 The CN-Cu bonds are imaged as bright
connections between the endgroup and the coordination atom
in a darker circular halo, slightly distorted in the case of the
rotated node, surrounding the Cu atoms.
On Ag(111), subsequent deposition of NC–Ph5–CN mole-
cules and Co leads to the formation of a honeycomb network
similar to the one reported here.16 In that case, coordination be-
tween ligands is ensured by Co atoms; in their absence, a purely
organic kagome network is formed.19 The (NC–Ph5–CN)3Co2
honeycomb lattice formed on Ag(111) is less regular than the
one observed here, which presents perfect long-range order
although the cavities are not regular hexagons because of the
rotated nodes. On Ag(111), the molecules point straight to-
wards the Co atom in all the nodes, but significative devia-
tions from the ideal value of 120◦ were reported for the an-
gle between molecules. In general, on Ag(111), NC–Phn–CN
molecules coordinate to different metal adatoms by forming
aligned nodes, as for Co16,30 or lanthanides.54 Recently Sirtl
et al. have described the assembly of trinitrile molecules on
Cu(111).18 In that case, a honeycomb structure is formed by
coordination two to Cu adatoms. The authors have reported
the formation of a tilted node, that they tentatively explain
with the presence of a Cu dimer instead of a single atom.
This interpretation, however, does not apply to our system,
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neither for the twofold nor for the threefold rotated nodes,
since it yields a bent geometry that does not correspond to our
observations.
Our results show the coexistence of aligned threefold
nodes and nodes where the three carbonitrile groups do not
point straight towards the Cu atom. In a different experiment
(not shown), we have observed that in the presence of Co
adatoms on Cu(111), the NC–Ph5–CN molecules coordinate
to Co rather than to Cu. Preference for other transition metal
adatoms with respect to Cu has been reported for molecules
containing pyridyl groups, forming more stable bonds with
Fe adatoms than with Cu.14,55 The Co-coordinated honeycomb
structure has the same characteristics as the (NC-Ph5-CN)3Cu2
one, i.e., alternating aligned and rotated nodes that confer a
chiral character to the network. Therefore we deduce that the
decisive elements for the formation of the observed honey-
comb network are the epitaxy of the NC–Ph5–CN molecules
on Cu(111) and the resulting molecule-substrate interaction
energy, which prevails over the preference for a straight node
geometry. This is in agreement with the fact that on Ag(111),
where there is no match between phenyl-phenyl distance
and substrate lattice, only aligned nodes were observed.16,30
Notice however that different results can be expected for
shorter polyphenyls, since in that case the contribution of the
molecule-substrate interaction to the total energy is smaller.
C. Truncated triangles
For deposition at Tdep = 220 K, the NC–Ph5–CN self-
assemble in a network with cavities having a truncated-triangle
shape, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Regions of bare substrate are
FIG. 5. (a) STM image showing rotational domains of the truncated-triangle
network on two Cu(111) terraces separated by a step (Tdep= 220 K, TSTM
= 5 K, 130×130 nm2, Vt=−0.25 V, It= 20 pA). (b) FFT of the STM image
in (a). (c) Histogram of the orientation of the domains with respect to ⟨110⟩
and gaussian fit to the data.
FIG. 6. (a) STM image of a truncated-triangle domain with left orientation
(Tdep= 220 K, TSTM= 5 K, 20×20 nm2, Vt=−20 mV, It= 20 pA). Green
circle: aligned node; yellow circle: rotated node. Dotted line: ⟨110⟩ direction,
c1 and c2: unit cell vectors. (b) STM image of the two types of nodes
(5×5 nm2, Vt=−2 mV, It= 20 pA). (c) Structure model of (b).
visible, indicating that this phase has a higher molecular den-
sity. Inspection of the STM image and of its FFT pattern shown
in Fig. 5(b) demonstrates that also this structure exhibits rota-
tional domains. Although the shape of the cavities is unusual,
also this network presents a very high degree of long-range
order. The result of the statistical analysis of the observed
orientations is shown in Fig. 5(c): two preferred orientations
differing by 17.2◦ ± 0.8◦ are deduced, corresponding to 8.6◦
± 0.9◦ and−8.5◦ ± 0.8◦with respect to ⟨110⟩. For this network,
we find a periodicity of 4.53 ± 0.03 nm.
In Figure 6(a), we show a STM image acquired on a
truncated-triangle network domain with left orientation. For
this lattice, the difference between the two types of nodes
is evident already at the first glance. The node enclosed by
the green circle is the aligned node already observed in the
honeycomb structure, with the Cu atom visible as small bright
dot. The node marked by the yellow circle, with the endgroup
pointing toward the side of the other molecule, is clearly chiral
with a counterclockwise rotation and is formed without coor-
dination atom. The two nodes alternate at the corners of the
truncated triangles. Figure 6(b) shows an image acquired at
lower bias, confirming the absence of Cu atom in the rotated
node. Moreover, the formation of hydrogen bonds between CN
and HC groups is detected. In Fig. 6(c), we present the model
describing the structure of the truncated-triangular network: as
for the honeycomb network, the molecules are adsorbed along
⟨112⟩, and the Cu atoms occupy fcc sites. The unit cell can be
represented in matrix notation in terms of the Cu(111) unit cell
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vectors a1 and a2 as
*,
c1
c2
+- = *,
16 3
−3 19
+- *,
a1
a2
+- .
The unit cells, c1 and c2, and the [110] direction are sketched in
Fig. 6(a). The model yields c = 4.52 nm and angles of ±8.44◦
with respect to ⟨110⟩, in good agreement with the measured
values. The domains with right orientation are described by the
same model, but with clockwise rotated nodes. This network
has a (NC-Ph5-CN)3Cu1 stoichiometry.
Pawin et al. described a phase formed by carbonitrile-
modified antracene molecules on Cu(111) at intermediate
temperature, where the Cu adatom density is too low to ensure
the formation of the fully coordinated phase.17 Recently, the
formation of complex structures formed by tripodal molecules
containing pyridyl groups and Cu coordination atoms on a
Ag(111) surface was observed, where both Cu-pyridyl and
pyridyl-HC linkages are present.27,56 Our result, however, is
the first observation of a regular network of cavities with
alternating metal-coordinated and hydrogen-bonded nodes.
For NC–Ph3–CN on Ag(111), in case of under-stoichiometric
Co deposition, the coexistence of honeycomb domains and
purely organic assemblies has been reported.32 Therefore, the
alternation of metal-coordinated nodes and purely organic ones
characterizing the truncated-triangle network is typical for the
coordination with Cu atoms.
D. Kagome and triangles
Further lowering ofTdep to 160 K leads to the formation of
purely molecular assemblies. Figure 7 shows typical examples
of such structures. The two islands are formed by smaller
patches of different patterns, linked by transition regions.
Among them, it is possible to recognize a kagome motif and
some hexagonal patterns. The fact that these structures coexist
points towards similar formation energies.31 Some additional
molecules, also linked via hydrogen bonds, are present in the
FIG. 7. STM image showing two domains of purely organic assemblies
(Tdep= 160 K, TSTM= 5 K, 130×130 nm2, Vt=−0.1 V, It= 20 pA). Inset
in the upper (lower) corner: FFT of the domain in the upper (lower) part of
the image.
FIG. 8. (a) STM image of a kagome domain with left orientation (Tdep
= 160 K, TSTM= 5 K, 20×20 nm2, Vt=−20 mV, It= 20 pA). Blue circle:
fourfold node; yellow circle: rotated threefold node. Dotted line: ⟨110⟩ di-
rection, d1 and d2: unit cell vectors. (b) Closeup view of the fourfold node
(5×5 nm2, Vt=−2 mV, It= 20 pA). (c) Model relative to (b).
larger cavities,16,19 leading to denser regions. From the rotation
of the nodes, we deduce that in each of the two domains, all
the assemblies possess the same handedness, as also confirmed
by the FFT of each domain shown as insets. The two domains
have opposite chirality: left (counterclockwise orientation) for
the assembly in the upper part of the image, right (clockwise
orientation) for the other one. The periodicity of the kagome
structure is 5.11 ± 0.03 nm.
Figure 8(a) shows a closeup view of the molecular assem-
bly. In this region, we find nodes constituted by the junction
of four molecules (blue circle), leading to the formation of the
kagome pattern. Nodes formed by three molecules as in the
truncated-triangular network, yellow circle, are also present
and constitute defects in the kagome pattern. Figure 8(b) shows
the detail of the kagome intermolecular bonds, obtained by
using a functionalized tip. In each node, the four molecules
are arranged in a geometry promoting the formation of several
H–NC bonds. We describe this motif with a model in which
all the NC–Ph5–CN molecules are adsorbed along the ⟨112⟩
directions, see Fig. 8(c). The kagome structure is represented
in matrix notation in terms of the Cu(111) unit cell vectors a1
and a2 as
*,
d1
d2
+- = *,
22 −5
5 17
+- *,
a1
a2
+-
with d = 5.10 nm, in agreement with the experimental value.
A kagome pattern was already reported for deposition of
NC–Ph5–CN on Ag(111).19 In that case, the authors observed
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FIG. 9. (a) STM image of a domain of the triangular network (Tdep= 160 K,
TSTM= 5 K, 130×130 nm2, Vt=−20 mV, It= 20 pA). (b) Closeup view: a
row of rhombi, inducing a boundary between two differently oriented regions,
is indicated by the arrow. Yellow circles: threefold nodes; large white circle
encloses a typical defect. Dotted line: ⟨110⟩, e1 and e2 are the unit cell vectors.
(Tdep= 160 K, TSTM= 5 K, 16×16 nm2, Vt=−20 mV, It= 20 pA).
two slightly different types of nodes formed by the junction of
four molecules, originating from a non-planar adsorption of the
molecules together with the stacking on the Ag(111) surface.
The observation of only one type of node for the kagome
network formed by NC–Ph6–CN on Ag(111) was attributed to
a more planar adsorption configuration.31 For our system, in the
kagome pattern, only one type of node is identified, indicating
a planar adsorption geometry which is likely the same for all
the self-assembled structures observed at low-temperature.
In Fig. 9(a), we show a second phase observed together
with the kagome one, formed by triangles and rhombi. The
central part of the island appears denser because of additional
molecules hosted in the cavities, as for the kagome pattern.
Adjacent triangles are aligned along ⟨110⟩. The periodicity of
this network is 3.84 ± 0.03 nm. Figure 9(b) presents a closeup
view of this network. The triangles are composed of nodes, as
the ones of the truncated-triangle phase. Here, however, in each
triangle, nodes of opposite handedness alternate. The rhombi
appear as defects which induce a change in the orientation of
the triangles (upper part of the image: triangles pointing up,
lower part: triangles pointing down). Another type of imper-
fection is enclosed by the white circle: two opposite nodes
are not well aligned and induce the formation of triangles
with the opposite orientation. Overall, this phase is not chiral.
The regular triangular structure (discarding the presence of the
rhombi) can be represented in matrix notation in terms of a1
and a2, with e = 3.83 nm
*,
e1
e2
+- = *,
15 0
0 15
+- *,
a1
a2
+- .
The formation of purely organic assemblies at Tdep
= 160 K reflects the fact that at this temperature, the adatom
density is extremely low. We still observe the formation of
some metal-organic nodes, or the decoration of steps by short
chains, but the overall adatom density is negligible.
E. Compact
Deposition and imaging at 300 K leads to a much denser
molecular structure than the chains spaced far apart presented
in Sec. III A. The molecules form a compact structure
composed of parallel chains, as shown in Fig. 10. The structure
is rather unstable and very sensitive to the tunneling param-
eters, for example, it was impossible to obtain STM images
with negative bias voltage. Notice that the sample was not
completely covered by molecules, i.e., regions of bare Cu(111)
substrate were present. The regular parts of the assembly have
a rectangular unit cell with periodicity of 2.8 ± 0.2 nm along,
and 1.3 ± 0.1 nm perpendicular to the chains. We use this dense
structure to define a molecular ML: knowing the Cu(111)
lattice parameter, 1 ML corresponds to one molecule per 64
substrate atoms.
These chains have the same periodicity along the chain
direction as the ones shown in Sec. III A, for which we have
unambiguously demonstrated the presence of Cu coordination
atoms. Therefore we deduce that the molecules are axially
coordinated to Cu atoms. This interpretation is supported by
the comparison with the dense-packed structure reported for
FIG. 10. STM image of a compact domain (Tdep= 300 K, TSTM= 300 K,
45×45 nm2, Vt=+1.4 V, It= 100 pA).
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TABLE I. Summary of the characteristics of the observed self-assembled structures.
Molecules Cu adatoms
Structure
Tdep
(K)
TSTM
(K)
Unit cell area
(Cu unit cell)
Per unit
cell (ML) Per unit cell Coordination
Chains 300 5 - - <0.36 - 2
Honeycomb 250 5 381 3 0.51 2 3
Truncated-
triangular
220 5 313 3 0.61 1 3
Kagome 160 5 399 6 0.96 0 -
Triangular 160 5 225 3 0.85 0 -
Compact 300 300 64 1 1 1 2
NC–Ph6–CN on Ag(111).31 In fact, in the absence of coordi-
nation atoms as for the case on Ag(111), the molecules form
a dense structure in which the molecules are not aligned, but
the CN groups interdigitate, in line with the fact that two CN
groups repel each other.
The formation of this compact structure at 300 K indicates
that at this temperature, the prevailing interactions are not the
ones leading to the formation of the chains homogeneously
covering the surface observed after cooling the sample, see
Sec. III A. The fact that the molecules are found laterally close
to each other likely reflects a different origin for the binding to
the surface. It is also possible that at room temperature, some
degrees of freedom, such as the tilting of the phenyl rings with
respect to each other, are present, while they are inhibited at
low temperature.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that, depending on the substrate temper-
ature during deposition, NC–Ph5–CN molecules form on
Cu(111) different metal-organic and purely organic structures,
as summarized in Table I. Our results indicate that metal
coordination is ensured by the adatom gas created by the
thermally activated atom detachment from kink sites. In fact,
the overall assembly behavior as a function of the deposition
temperature demonstrates that for lower temperature, there are
less adatoms available.
The common feature of all the regular structures observed
at TSTM = 5 K is the orientation of the NC–Ph5–CN molecules
along the ⟨112⟩ directions of the Cu(111) surface. The epitaxial
match between Cu(111) and polyphenyl chain certainly plays
a role in inducing this preferential adsorption geometry. More-
over, this configuration maximizes the number of nitrogen
atoms occupying favorable adsorption sites.
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